A 3D full waveform inversion is proposed as a processing method in controlled-source electromagnetic (CSEM) exploration. Using synthetic data simulated for a model, we demonstrate that conductive anomalies beneath the surface could be estimated with the proposed method. We discuss the resolution of our CSEM inversion method, considering the orientation of the dipoles of a transmitter and plural receivers. The synthetic inversion results show that the horizontal location of conductivity anomalies would be imaged using horizontal dipoles with high resolution, while the vertical location using vertical dipoles. On the other hand, the degradation of the resolution is observed for the vertical and horizontal locations of conductivity anomalies using horizontal and vertical dipoles, respectively. We then explain that these differences in the resolution of the inversion results are originating from those of secondary electric current. From our numerical results, we conclude that it is efficient to employ dipoles of plural orientations both for transmitter and for receivers to apply our inversion method with the high resolution.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, controlled source electromagnetic (CSEM) method is widely used for shallow subsurface exploration to measure resistivity structure in detail. This method is also employing on a commercial scale as a tool for hydrocarbon exploration (Constable and Srnka, 2007) . Although the technique has been used for the detection of deep hydrocarbon reservoirs with relatively high resistivities, the application has been extended to apply to explore very shallow targets, such as submarine massive sulphides (SMS). Recently, theoretical and experimental attempts have been conducted to survey SMS using electromagnetic method. Kowalczyk (2008) surveyed SMS using electromagnetic method with magnetic source, although the sounding depth was possibly limited within several meters. Mills et al. (1994) shows SMS exist in less than few hundreds of meters in depth. Nakayama et al. (2011) found that core samples of SMS has high IP effect. Imamura et al. (2011) showed that the thickness of SMS is proportional to the attenuated rate of amplitude of electromagnetic fields. Various kinds of inversion methods of electromagnetic method have been developed, although most of inversions are applied to resistive target (Key, 2009; Crepaldi et al., 2011; Mittet and Gabrielsen, 2013; Sasaki, 2013) . Until now, inversion method is not applied to SMS using electromagnetic method. Since previous inversion study is targeted to resistive anomaly, it is possible that the applicability of the inversion results with conductive anomaly is different from those with resistive anomaly.
In this paper, we present the implementation of an inversion method to simulate a synthetic model including conductive anomaly. For forward simulation, fictitious time domain method is employed to calculate electromagnetic fields by finite-differential timedomain (FDTD) method (Mittet, 2010) . For inversion simulation, a full waveform inversion method is employed using synthetic data. Employing these forward and inversion simulations, we discussed our results in terms of resolution of inversion results, considering orientations of transmitter/receiver. We also integrated results of different orientated dipoles. As a result, it is found that the combination of orientation of transmitter/receiver is a key to determine resolution of inversion results. We also found that these differences of inversion results come from secondary electric field generated by conductive anomaly.
METHOD
CSEM problems are diffusive problems where electromagnetic wave propagates through a highly lossy medium. In that situation, the stability condition used in the conventional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) algorithm needs a very small time steps. To overcome this problem, Mittet (2010) proposed FDTD solution in a fictitious time domain. The three dimensional time-domain Maxwell equation is transformed in the fictitious time domain using the equation,
Converge is achieved where ω 0 is a scale parameter and ω is angular frequency. In this study, ω 0 is selected as 6.28. Employing this equation, frequency domain Maxwell equations becomes,
where
are electromagnetic fields in fictitious time domain. After calculating electromagnetic fields in fictitious time domain using FDTD method, electromagnetic fields are transformed to a diffusive domain. For FDTD method, convolutional perfectly matched layer (CPML) is employed for the absorbing boundaries. Our inversion flow is shown in Fig.1 . In our full waveform inversion method, misfit is given by the leastsquare norm as
where † denotes the adjoint operator. Data residual δE is calculated for each frequency from,
When calculating partial derivative of model parameter, equation (4) becomes to, Taking the second order Taylor expansion of equation (4) around a point m 0 with respect to a infinitesimal model fluctuation ∆m, we derive the following equation.
The direction of model parameter is calculated iteratively using quasi-newton algorithm. Hessian matrix is calculated using L-BFGS method (Dong et al., 1989) .
The direction of model conductivity and the source waveform are iteratively calculated based on,
where E b is a back-propagated electric field. Backpropagated electric field E b and weighting function W n are calculated from
Each of green function is calculated using described FDTD method above. The conjugate gradient method is employed for local optimisation as,
The search direction p is calculated by,
where ∇C (n) is a linear combination of the gradient at iteration n. The scaler parameter β (n) is designed as,
The update length for model conductivity is selected iteratively using parabolic fitting. The update length for source waveform is fixed as α = 1. To confirm the convergence of these inversions, we calculate the normalised data error E n as
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this study, we assume the synthetic model as Fig.  2 assuming the synthetic model of SMS. A transmitter and six receivers are arranged above the anomaly. Electric current is transmitted while the transmitter moves to six positions. We set a transmitted waveform as ricker wavelet with a central frequency of 1 Hz. The dipole is set 1 m length and 1 A. We used 20 numbers of frequencies from 0 Hz to 7.3 Hz. We also set the grid size as 20 m and the number of grid is 31 in each direction. The initial model is set as a two layer model. Numerical results are shown in Fig. 3 . In these results, we set the orientations of the transmitter as xoriented in Fig. 3 (a) and as y-oriented in Fig. 3 (b) , as z-oriented in Fig. 3 (c) . In Fig. 3 (d) , we consider three-components of transmitter simultaneously. In each figure, a rectangle shows the existence of conductive anomaly. As shown in Fig. 3 , the resolution of Since a full waveform inversion is a method to estimate anomaly from secondary electromagnetic fields, we visualised secondary electric field to explain the different resolution of inversion results. Fig. 4 shows the secondary electric field generated by conductive anomaly. We set the orientation of the transmitter as x-oriented in Fig. 4 (a) and as z-oriented in Fig. 4 (b) . From Fig. 4 (a) , fictitious horizontal electric dipole is generated around the conductive anomaly. From  Fig. 4 (b) , fictitious vertical electric dipole is generated. When we observe electric field on the seafloor, horizontal electric field changes their sign around the boundary of conductive anomaly in case of horizontal transmitter, although horizontal and vertical electric fields doesn't change significantly in case of vertical transmitter.
CONCLUSION
A full waveform CSEM inversion with the fictitious wave domain method was developed and implemented for a synthetic model including SMS. We compared the effect of orientation of dipoles, and discussed resolution of inversion results with conductive anomaly. From the results, we found that the resolution highly depends on the orientation of transmitter and receivers. We integrated inversion results of different oriented dipoles. The resolution of anomaly is also improved when three components of transmitter are employed. We also found that these differences of inversion results can be explained by secondary electric fields. Through all numerical results, we conclude that it is important to consider optimum distribution and orientation of dipoles for effective inversion.
